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'(Concluded.)
1 will now pass on to the consideration of a subject- which holds a

position of great importance in coinexion with diabetes. T have dealt
at somfe length with the incorporation:of carbohydrate in the building
up of bioplasm, and. under a redundancy, with its dissociation in the
form of glycogen, as a storage raterial, to be subsequently brought into
use when need may arise. 'As glycogen is of higlier construction than
the sugar which enters the moilecular complex, the transmutation opera,
tion must be looked upon as constituting the result of building up.

Dissociation of carbohydrate in another fori-ihat of sugar, occurs
in association with thi pathological state existing in the severer kind
of diabetes. To this kiid of diabetes I 'have applied the term "com-
posite," because the eliminated sugar is derived from a twofold source.
It comes in part from defective assimilation of the food carbohydrate,
and in part from the carbohydrate which has been previously put into
combination, and is, froni a wrong katabolic action, dissociated.

There must be a flaw of some kind or other in the bioplasmic me-
chanism to lead to this dissociation of sugar. When the normal kata-
bolie procedure passes on to its proper destination, metabolism proceeds
to the attainment of an exhaustion of the latent energy contained in the
food-stuff products that are being utilised, and the end-products consist
of carbon dioxide, water, and ammonia. In the place of progress to this
natural destination, it is found, in the condition being referred to, that
the chain of continuity in the bioplasmie mechanism is broken in a
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